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Abstract: Legal professionals are interested to find, analyse, and reason about different previous cases drawn from a set of similar current cases. As a matter of fact, previous judgments those have been made on daily basis are part of the judiciary system to be used as previous reference by lawyers in their current cases. Although commercial sources of such legal information enables legal professionals looking case based on some specific keywords, however, the “casebase” And the search tools are inadequate. They are unable to automate a system that can understand, recognize and differentiate. This paper presents a methodology based on data and text mining techniques to support law practitioner and research scholars to trace desired information and identify all cases related to their relevant case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the latest world of technology the legal knowledge and information about judicial system is integrated and abundance in many formats. Large data sets that have information about judgment are either available in the form of judicial record books or available in the form of PDF or other simple text file. A legal case in general law terms is a dispute between divergent parties resolved by a judicial court. These resolved cases are then are part of judiciary data base duly maintained by the concerned authorities e.g. Caselaw Database, a US law firm JUSTIA [19]. From these datasets, it is quite difficult for researchers and legal professionals to get information of their own need with in very short period of time. Either they should read all the judgments one by one parsing line by line or they should study the
judgment books completely, which may lead to time consuming and depletion of very precious time.

In general law practice, different cases are referenced with respect to their relevant precedence and previous decisions rather than legislation. Legal professional like lawyers, justices, law students must find, analyses the different case factors and clauses and reason with and about cases drawn from a set of cases (previously judge), which is time consuming and hectic job which leads to bottleneck in text mining and information extraction [1, 2]. Although commercial providers of such legal information allow legal professionals and research students to search a case based on some specific keywords, however, the “case base” and the search tools are providing limited access to the data, non-extensible functionality, and have restricted access [9, 10].

This study is based on making classification to select a specific cluster as a test case to apply text mining techniques over judicial system corpora. These techniques will generate some of those results which will help in the analysis of case elements for judiciary system. This study will target to focus on developing a mechanism for fact findings in a scientific manner for facts uniformity, information extraction and text mining. This paper presents a methodology based on data and text mining techniques to support law practitioner and research scholars to trace desired information and identify all cases related to their relevant case.

In this paper, we apply natural language processing tools like, Parts of Speech (POS) Tagger, A Nearly New Information Extraction System (ANNIE) Gazetteer, ANNIE Orthomatcher, etc. JAVA Annotation Pattern Engine (JAPE) Transducer rules constructed to the textual elements in previous decided cases which are unstructured text, to produce annotated text for judiciary system for which text mining can be done and information can be extracted thus this technique can be used to solve the issue like bottleneck in text mining and information extraction [18].

In section 2 we discuss related work and literature review. In section 3, we elaborate our methodology, making of judicial system corpora of Supreme Court of Pakistan’s previously judgement cases data using General Architecture of Text Engineering (GATE) [18]. In section 4 we conclude the paper, and discuss about future works.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we cover state of the art work on the legal case analysis and legal case base reasoning. There are two main branches about legal case based reasoning: one is knowledge representation and other is reasoning system which is constructed by manual analysis. Though, this division does not cover the area of knowledge bottleneck [1, 2]. There is another branch dealing with information extraction. This technique has issues about knowledge bottleneck using Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Previous some researchers worked over the ontology construction [3, 4], text summarization [5, 6], extraction of precedence link [7], factor analysis [8] and information extraction of case elements [9]. We focus on the clause clustering using judicial system corpora of Supreme Court of Pakistan’s previously judged cases data. While working on the ontology, researchers believe that the focus should be defined or have information on the function of the law, leaving aside the high level of information, no-legal domain Information [10].

From unstructured data, text mining processes has been the subject of great attention of researchers over the past decade. In [11, 12] the authors present clarifications that deliver examples of structure for information extraction based on GATE. Various clustering methods [13, 14] can be used for this procedure. In most the cases, hierarchical clustering is used [15].

In [16] the author represents architecture about defining and validating a process of knowledge discovery. The author in [17] worked on the idea that multiple knowledge creation opportunities exist through the data mining process. The authors in [20] worked over the he lacks harmonisation of the rules regarding the protection of personal data in the police and criminal justice sector. The author in [21] worked over the Smart Metering Information System (SMIS) and presents some aspects of performance management of SMIS.

In the light of all above we focus our research work on text mining, information extraction and analysis using GATE tool [18]. As we initially based our work on the corpora selected from the data base of previously judged cases of Supreme Court of Pakistan and we start working with 99 cases drawn from the set of data available publically. For the feasibility of study, we give examples of some cases and provide result using judicial system corpora.

3. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In the methodology section, we used string processing with GATE software. GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) is open source application, software built in JAVA language that is being used in information extraction, text mining and text engineering. To complete our task, we have used different pattern evaluation resources like GATE document and grouped them in a specific corpus. After selecting documents from judicial record, GATE corpus initiates the judicial system data in form of combine corpora. Further, some more additional language processing tools such as, Document Reset PR-vious (PR) for roll back, ANNIE English Tokeniser for lexical analysis, ANNIE Sentence Splitter for complex string processing, ANNIE POS Tagger for semantics, ANNIE Gazetteer for indexed terms, ANNIE Name Entity (NE) Transducer for pattern matching, ANNIE Orthomatcher for string grouping, has been implemented on the selected corpus. The processing rules and problem definitions are implemented in Java Annotation Pattern
Engine (JAPE) which has been constructed for the selected corpora. Figure 1 represents about the work flow diagram of the complete methodology using GATE [18].

- **Judicial System Corpora.** To select the judicial system corpora from case base the set of 99 cases (previously judged) has been taken out.
- **Document Reset PRvious (PR).** Document Reset PR is used to reuse document for new rules and being used in the GATE to clear all the previous documents being loaded in the corpus area of the tool. We use the Documents Reset PR for more refinement of methodology phase.
- **ANNIE English Tokeniser.** ANNIE English Tokeniser used to manage case phrases for every character or space there is a token generated. Each
phrase being generated had different parameters like kind, length lower case, upper case, the word written in any form will be checked through this Phase.

- **ANNIE Sentence Splitter.** If we consider the parts of both type of language i.e. high level and low level, we share one commonality, this is the semantic of the language. The syntax form varies from language to language and type to type, but the semantics are of one type and there is nothing formal or informal in the semantics, to understand the semantic from the written text is possible through the processing of document. So, if we have a bulk of judicial data it is quite time consuming and difficult to process the textual data for a specific purpose. So, there is requirement of such methods which can perform the following identifications of the key terms. Interrelation of the judicial words, interrelation of the judicial sentences, the occurrence and positioning of the key terms.

- **ANNIE POS Tagger.** There are mainly two types of languages, the first language is formal language and the second language is informal language. Formal language is language which is used for the development purpose and informal language is human language like, English, French, German, Spanish, and Arabic. The most important thing about text engineering is the analysis of informal language with the help of formal language. The GATE provides us such facility to analyse informal language with the help of formal language.

- **ANNIE NE Transducer.** NE Transducer is used for judicial system as a pattern recognition small compilation part of judicial system processing. These are various patterns needed to be recognized as per the given case category. The pattern will define as problem definition and it can be recognized as the output or desired case result. The various components are related to the NE Transducer for efficient judicial pattern recognition. NE Transducer proved effective for legal clauses, as it can be enhanced for different legal clauses.

- **ANNIE Orthomatcher.** There are several connections in a document referring the same object, issue, person, place, event, entity etc. there are sometimes referred with key words or abbreviations. There are two ways to deal with them; one is the identification of them with same marker in alias ways. But there is also a way to join the defining new rules by extending the open source files. In our system, we can highlight the issue of same case in the bulk of data.

- **ANNIE Gazetteer.** ANNIE gazetteer is a list of lists that is already built in the open source application GATE, but for the specific purpose. Some built in files names are company, organization, day, date key, department,
hour, mountain, etc. These all built in file names are also saved in the “lists.def” file. To complete our task, we use the following path to reach at the gazetteer.

- **JAPE Transducer Rules.** Some JAPE transducer rules are already built in the application but to annotate some specific condition and information extraction from judiciary system we build our own rules.

Figures 2 and 3 present the rule for Judgement to annotate judgement of the cases and name of the Judges which appear in the different cases selected in the corpora.

```
Phase:firstpass
Input: Lookup
Options: control = brill
Rule: Judgement
Priority: 20
{
  {Lookup.majorType == "Jud"}
}: label
--> :label.Judgement = {rule= "Judgement" }
```

*Figure 2. Rule for Judgment Annotate the Judgment*

```
Phase:firstpass
Input: Lookup
Options: control = brill
Rule: Present
Priority: 20
{
  {Lookup.majorType == "Pre"}
}: label
--> :label.Present = {rule= "Present" }
```

*Figure 3. Rule for Present Annotate the name of Judges*

4. **RESULTS**

After completing methodology, in this section we discuss about the results of General Architecture for Text Engineering Tool (GATE). The below mentioned figures provides Information about the judgment orders made the honourable judges. In this picture the result is focus on the judgment. The highlighted portion in Fig. 4 clearly indicates the decision about the cases.
Fig. 4. Judgment information about the judgment orders

In Fig. 5 the result is focused on the highlighting the jurisdiction of the judgment and petitioner name and respondent etc. The light green colour of “present” tag clearly indicate the justices name in light green colour which the case was being present, furthermore court tag, petitioner tag and respondent tag clearly indicates the same colour information from the judicial system corpora.
Some Examples of Rules Representation.

Here are some examples of rule Representation built in JAVA language to get the required Information from the Judicial System Corpora. The below figures identify that how these rules can be constructed in the GATE.

```java
Phase: firstpass
Input: Lookup
Options: control = brill
Rule: Petitioner
Priority: 20
{
    {Lookup.majorType == "pet"}
} : label
   -->
: label.Petitioner = {rule= "Petitioner" }
```

Fig. 6. Example of Rule representation for Petitioner.
Phase: firstpass
Input: Lookup
Options: control = brill
Rule: Respondent
Priority: 20
{
  {Lookup.majorType == "Res"}
}: label
-->
:label.Respondent = {rule= "Respondent" }

Fig. 7. Construction of Rule Representation for Respondent

In the below table some quantitative results have been shown with point of view that 99 number of cases has selected for the Judicial System Corpora publically available and some new tags has been generated in the GATE tool like judgement, Petitioner etc. By using all new tags for Information retrieval, we get some good results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Corpora (Number of Cases)</th>
<th>New Tags</th>
<th>Information Retrieval</th>
<th>Success Rate in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Judgment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Petitioner</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Respondent</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Court Category</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

In this research article we discussed about the different annotation and how these annotations can further used for text mining using judicial System Corpora. However, this proposed study is feasible to overcome the bottlenecks in text mining and Information Extraction. This paper presents a methodology based on text mining techniques to support law practitioner and research scholars to trace out desired information and identify all cases related to their relevant case. A very small judicial system corpus applied to a very small ontology to get our desired results. Furthermore, this study can be extended to search engine optimization scheme for judicial system and legal text, not only this this research can further enhance to artificially intelligent judicial system.
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